Calculus Maximus

WS 2.5: Rates of Change & Part Mot I

Name_________________________________________ Date________________________ Period______

Hey

Worksheet 2.5—Rates of Change and Particle Motion I
Show all work. No calculator unless otherwise stated.Etx
elev

cinft

Short Answer

miles

1. Let E ( x ) be the elevation, in feet, of the Mississippi River x milesxfrom its headwaters at Lake Itasca
in Park Rapids, Minnesota, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2320 .
(a) What are the units of E′ ( x ) ?

E Ix

g

feetpermile

(b) What is the sign (positive or negative) of E′ ( x ) ? Why?

E x CO bicthefurther
yougofromthesourcethe

mustbe 10Wwaterflowsdownhill
loweryou

AvgRoc

(c) (Calculator Permitted) If E ( 0) = 1475 E ( 2320) = 0 , to 3-decimals, find the average change in
elevation, in feet per mile, of the Mississippi River for 0 ≤ x ≤ 2320 . Show the work that leads to
your answer. Using correct units, explain the meaning of your answer.

AvgRoc

Fromitsheadwatersto themouththe
missRiverdropsonaverage 0.635

E 2320 Elo
2320 0
O 1475

feetforeverymile

2320
0.635 mile

2. An economist is interested in how the price of a graphing calculator affects its sales. Suppose that at a
price of p dollars, a quantity, q, calculators are sold, then the quantity of calculators sold is a function of
the calculator’s price, that is, if q = f ( p ) .
(a) In a complete sentence using correct units, explain the meaning of f (150) = 20,000 .

At apriceof 150dollars 20,000calculators are sold
(b) In a complete sentence using correct units, explain the meaning of f ′(150) = −50

At apriceof 150dollarsthenumberofcalculatorssoldisdecreasing

by

calcs

Ts

50calculatorsper dollar

(c) Assuming the rate from part (b) holds for 150 ≤ p ≤ 170 , how many calculators are predicted to sell
when the price of a calculator is $160? Show the work that leads to your answer.

Quantitysoldat 160 I Quanitysord t
at

so

Changliwannountsord

bicot 101calcincrease

I 20,000 t C 50 calc1
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tempo t

3. Suppose M (t ) is the amount of time, in minutes, it takes to boil a cup of water if the water has an
initial temperature of t, degrees Fahrenheit. In a complete sentence, with units, explain the meaning of
each of the following:
tempt min
(a) M (50 ) = 19

ma

time

www.awpofwaterhasauiuitialtemp of50 F cumin

ittakes19minutesforthatwater toboil
min tempo

(b) M −1 (19) = 50

wet

when takesLamintoboilacupotwater
thetempo
initial temp.ofthatwaterwas 50 F

wittaltemP

m unitsminiot
tinitiaetemp

cold

m1 it units min
timeiumin

(c) M ′ ( 50 ) = 3wangeminlot
ddm
x mpF www.theiuitiaetemp.oeaapoewaterissOF

(

thetimeittakestoboilthewaterisincreasingbysminutesforweryougreet

(d) M −1

)′ (18) = 0.2

cuangecommin

min
www.ttakesloomin.toboilacupotwaterthe

by0.2

water'stemp.is
increasing

perminute

go
e
f
miaspugau

gyu

milespergation

minspernour

muspernour
4. If g (v ) is the fuel efficiency, in miles per gallon, of a car going at v vmiles
per hour,

(a) What are the units of g ′(v) ?

unitsg'Ivmilespergallmpermilesperhour mpgmph

(b) In a complete sentence with units, what is the practical meaning of the statement g ′(55) = −0.54 ?

fuelefficiencyisdecreasingatarate
Whenacarisgoing55milesperhourthe
additionalmileperhour

0.54

milespergallonevery

5. Suppose that C (T ) is the cost of heating your house, in dollars per day, when the temperature outside is
T degrees Fahrenheit.
Clt
costwating ciltunits
house day
Idayperot
(a) Explain in practical terms the meaning of C ′(23) = −0.21.

When
thetemperatureoutsideis23Fthecosttoheatyour

by 0.21perdayforeacuadditionaldegreet

houseisdecreasing

outside
temp

1 of

(b) If C (23) = 2.94 and C ′(23) = −0.21, approximate the cost to heat your house when the temperature
is 20 degrees, C ( 20 ) . Show the work that leads to your answer.

Ifwelettheasttoheat

thehousebe 0.21pirot
onTE 207,23

1
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Then

c 23

0.21

C123 C120
23 20
2.94 420
3

420 K 3.57 perday
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6. If x (t ) represents the position of a particle along the x-axis at any time, t, fill in the blanks in the
statements below with the best answer so that they become true facts (not opinions).

t Hime

(a) “Initially” means when _________________________________ = 0 .

tix

(b) “At the origin” means _________________________________ = 0 .

x'It

vct

(c) “At rest” means _________________________________ = 0 .

right

(d) If the velocity of the particle is positive, then the particle is moving to the ______________.
(e) If the velocity of the particle is _________________, then the particle is moving to the left.

negative

position

(f) To find average velocity over a time interval, divide the change in _____________________ by the
change in time.
(g) __________________________
velocity is the velocity at a single moment (instant) in time.
Instantaneous
(h) If the acceleration of the particle is positive, then the ____________________
speed is increasing.

velocity

(i) If the acceleration of the particle is ____________________, then the velocity is decreasing.

negative

(j) In order for a particle to change directions, the ____________________ must change signs.
(k) One way to determine

_________________
total

velocity
_____________________
distance

travelled

__________________ over a time interval, when given the position function or graph, is to find the
sum of the absolute values of the differences in position between all resting points.
7. If the position of a particle along a horizontal line is given by x ( t ) = x 2 + x − 6 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 3
(a) Sketch the graph of the particle’s position on the given interval.

10 6

6

1

9

31011 12113

a

X'tx 6 0
4131 2

3,6

4 34 2

(b) What is the particle’s displacement on the given interval? Show the work that leads to your answer.

final initial
Distances x 3 Ho

6 C6
12
(c) Find the total distance traveled by the particle on the given interval.
your answer. absolute
valueofdisplacementlinthiscase

Totaldist 1 13 XO
L6 L6 I
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8. The data in the table below gives selected values for the velocity, in meters/minute, of a particle moving
along the x-axis. The velocity v is a differentiable function of time t.
Time t (min)
Velocity v (t )
(meters/min)

0

2

5

6

8

12

−3

2

3

5

7

5

(a) At t = 0 , is the particle moving to the right or to the left? Justify.

3 co
Att 0 theparticleismovingtothe
leftat 3metersperminute
O

(b) Is there a time during the time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 12 minutes when the particle is at rest? Explain your
answer.

Sincevet isdiffable itisalsocontinuous

since co 3 a 0 a 2 wk

the wt
thereexists a tea 2 minutes by
where wit O
andtheparticle is at rest
(c) Use data from the table to find an approximation for v′ (10 ) and explain the meaning of v′ (10 ) in
terms of the motion of the particle. Show the computations that lead to your answer, and indicate
units of measure.
8e lo e iztherefore co is 412 rCoo 5 7
meterspermin
4
iz
e
estimated
to
At me t.io mintheparticle'svelocityis
bedecreasingbyapprox 2meterpermineverymin

L

Roc
(d) Find the average acceleration
of the particle for 8 ≤ t ≤ 12 min. Explain what this number means in
terms of the particle’s velocity on that interval.

ArgAccel

Hr

res

Z 8

57

4

metermine

ontheintervalfrom

comin
to izminthe
metersmin
avgwas 1g
Thismeanstheparticle'svelocityonaveragewas
decreasingat a rateof meterpermineverymin
particle'saccelerationon

(e) Let a ( t ) denote the acceleration of the particle at time t, such that v′ (t ) = a (t ) . Is there guaranteed
to be a time t = c in the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 12 such that a ( c ) = 0 ? Justify your answer.

Since it is diffabuit isalsocontinuousandwit act iscontinuous
wmca ucr res
so
iz e

you vice
a
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3,12

o

9. The graph above represents the velocity v, in feet per second, of a particle moving along the x-axis over
the time interval for 0 ≤ t ≤ 9 seconds.
(a) At t = 4 seconds, is the particle moving to the right or left? Justify.

since

4

0 theparticleismovingtotheright

(b) At what time(s) is the particle at rest? Justify.

sincewes and r ca otheparticleis atrestwueut ssee.tt asee
(c) At what time(s) does the particle change direction? Justify.

sincevetcuangesfrompostonegat c seetheparticle
changes
directionat

asee

(d) On what open intervals 0 < t < 9 is the particle moving left? Justify.

sincevet o theparticleismovingleftontec7 a
(e) What is the acceleration of the particle at t = 4 seconds? Show the work that leads to your answer.
viss vis
ovine
f
l4 a 4 slope
a see
i
z
ss
sc te s
At t 4seetheparticlesvelocityisdecreasingbya penseeeverysec
(f) On what open intervals 0 < t < 9 is the acceleration of the particle positive? Justify.
accel v Ct act
acceesowhenslopeswit o
accelerationispositivefor teco 3seeor tecsasee
cu
o c t es
(g) What is the average acceleration
ofset
the particle
over the interval t ∈ [3,6] seconds? Show the
computations that lead to your answer, and indicate units of measure.

2512 g see
Aug acue Meu 43
3

(h) On what open intervals 0 < t < 9 is the speed of the particle decreasing? Justify.
decreases
thet axis
speed
signsorwhengrape iswadedtoward
www.vct andwit actareopposite
isdecreasingwww.tecs.siseeandtecaasee
speed
sincethegnapu.euit isheadedtowardthe
The
intervals
taxisonthese
(i) Without knowing the initial position of the particle, is it still possible to determine the time at which
the particle is farthest right for 0 ≤ t ≤ 9 ? If not, explain. If so, find this value of t, and explain.

Theparticleisfarthesttotherightwhen asee
since
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10. A particle moves along the x-axis so that at time t ≥ 0 hours, its position is given by
x ( t ) = t 3 − 3t 2 − 9t + 2 miles.

Lt x'Lt 3t let 9

(a) At t = 0 , is the particle moving to the right or to the left? Justify.

Sinceuco

aco theparticlesmovingtotueleft

(b) At what time(s) does the particle change directions. Justify.

Lt 0
stat 9 0
3ct sxt D o

i

st

SITE.ITfYpnaffIumaaYg.etsopos
direct.im ton.gut att

s

sw t

(c) At t = 1/ 2 , is the velocity of the particle increasing or decreasing? Explain your answer.

actj
v'ct

6t

6Att

particle'svelocityis
4zhrs.tne

act so

decreasingsince

al's 6c's 6 3,0

velocitydecreasing3mpneuerynour

(d) At t = 1/ 2 , is the speed of the particle increasing or decreasing? Explain your answer.

from c act soo
E 3 acte aco

Att

wrs.sinuactkoandrctxo.tnespeedoftnepan
icu.isincreasing

(e) Find all values of t for which the particle is moving to the left.
moving

whenvasco

twmtnegrapn.fr iupanb
weeanscenwrentico

Treparticuismaringuttunenteco3
hrs at t = 1 ? Explain, with units, the meaning of your answer in
(f) What is the particle’s acceleration
3
terms of the particle’s velocity.
Att hour
theparticle'saceel.is4mi.usnr
act 6t 6

al's 6l's 6 4 Att hour
by

is

particle's
velocity decreasing

4minspernoureacunour

11. Fill in the blanks so that each statement below is true.
(a) If velocity is negative and acceleration is positive, then speed is _____________________.
decreasing
(b) If velocity is positive and speed is decreasing, then acceleration is _____________________.

negative

(c) If velocity is positive and decreasing, then speed is ________________________.

decreasing

(d) If speed is increasing and acceleration is negative, then velocity is _______________________.

negative

(e) If velocity is negative and increasing, then speed is ____________________________.
decreasing
(f) If the particle is moving to the left and speed is decreasing, then acceleration is
________________________.

positive
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dora

ibn
no

cat

is

at

Ibn
ca

cu
t no

12. The graph above shows the velocity, v (t ) , in miles per hour of a particle moving along the x-axis for
0 ≤ t ≤ 11 hours. It consists of a semi circle and two line segments. Use the graph and your knowledge
of motion to answer the following questions.
(a) At what time, 0 ≤ t ≤ 11 hours, is the speed of the particle the greatest?
speed ret
t hrsisgreatestspeed
tannest
when
speedisgreatest
steepest
fromt
axis of the times, t = 2 , t = 6 , or t = 9 hours, is the acceleration of the particle greatest?
(b)
At which
greatest
Justify. Accel isgreatestwhenslopesofthegraphare 1

sincetheslopeofret isgreatestat t 9hourstheacneisgreatest
(c) Over what open time interval(s) 0 < t < 11 hours is the particle moving to the left? Justify.
moveshtt www Ht a 0
Particle
Particle
movesleftwwwte C4 lo hours
(d) Over what open time interval(s) 0 < t < 11 hours is the velocity of the particle increasing? Justify.
velocityincreaseswhenacts v it so sowhenslopesofthegraphofrct so
Velocityincreasingortoco2 ucoon hours

(e) Over what open time interval(s) 0 < t < 11 hours is the speed of the particle increasing? Justify.
from
wwwmovingaway
taxis
increasing
speed
for te lo 2 ucue UCwn hours
increasing
speed
(f) At what times on 0 < t < 11 is the acceleration of the particle undefined?
Aweemoatwhenslopesofvieund
et
Aweeuncutwww.t4hrsat ours
(g) Find the area of the semicircle on the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 4 bounded by the curve and the x-axis, then
find the area of the triangle on the interval 4 ≤ t ≤ 10 bounded by the curve and the x-axis, and
finally, find the area of the triangle on the interval 10 ≤ t ≤ 11 bounded by the curve and the x-axis.
If all of these areas were positive and added together, propose what quantity this might be in terms
of the particle’s movement on 0 ≤ t ≤ 11 hours.
i mpn n
Area 2 it lootS

2 it la 5miles

the
totaldistancetravelledby
Thisisthe
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Multiple Choice

D

_____ 13. A violent storm system is in the Central Texas area is moving in a straight line through New
Braunfels. The Weather Service Office forecasts that t hours after mid-day, the storm will be a
distance of s (t ) = 12 + t − t 2 miles from New Braunfels. How fast will the storm be moving at
2:00 pm, and in what direction, in relation to NB, will it be moving, respectively?
(A) 10 mph, towards NB

A

(B) 5 mph, towards NB

2

(C) 10 mph, away from NB

sincerecothedistance

f

L Zt

3

A

isdecreasing

(D) 3 mph, towards NB
(E) 3 mph, away from NB

14. (Calculator Permitted) It took Mr. Wenzel from noon until 7 pm to drive from NB to his in-laws’
house North of Dallas 385 miles away. After t hours of driving, his distance from NB was given in
miles by
165 2 110 3
s(t ) =
t −
t . scat su
7
49
mph
Avgvelocity
a o
_____
(i)
What
was
his
average
speed
for
the
trip
to
his
in-laws’?
c
(A) 53 mph

(B) 54 mph

(C) 55 mph

(D) 56 mph

(E) 57 mph

(F) 58 mph

Skt
_____ (ii) (Calculator Permitted) Mr. Wenzel’s instantaneous speed twice coincided with his average
B
speed. At what time did it first happen?
55

SH

(A) 1:33 pm

(B) 1:28 pm

1.479hrs t 5 szoth.rs

(C) 5:41 pm

(D) 5:31 pm

(E) 1:38 pm

_____
E 15. (Calculator Permitted) If a rock is thrown vertically upwards from the surface of the planet
1
Newton with an initial velocity of 11 ft/sec, its height after t seconds is given by h = 11t − t 2 .
2
Find the velocity of the rock after it has risen 56 feet. b 56 1It
(A) −1 ft/sec

(B) 2 ft/sec

(C) 0 ft/sec

t 8

(D) 1ft/sec

vet htt

It

(E) 3 ft/sec

il t

coo 3 see
_____ 16. (Calculator Permitted) A particle moves along a straight line with velocity given by

v ( t ) = 4 − ( 0.98)
(A) −0.223
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−t 2

at time t ≥ 0 . What is the acceleration of the particle at time t = 4 ?
(B) 2.618
(C) 8.284
(D) 0.010
(E) −0.092

